Approach to Learning
for Janet Pilkington
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Janet's Qualities
disciplined, analytical, technical, intense, sceptical, systematic, vigilant, private, logical, adaptable, enduring, possessive,
persistent, responsible, attentive, tolerant, probing, reflective, suspicious
Things That Janet Is Likely To Do Well
Enjoys being the expert
Following direction and adhering to the rules of a project
Being content to follow systems
rules and procedures
Working persistently in a structured environment
Assessing situations logically
Approach To Learning
Overview: Quiet, thorough and attentive to detail; Janet is steady paced and hates making
mistakes. She is amiable but not social. She is shrewd and will ask you for time to get things
right.
Concentration: Janet likes the security of knowledge. She is conscientious and likes to complete
tasks thoroughly and exactly.
Time management: Janet likes time to finish things; tasks are analysed and precise. She is
methodical; things will be thoroughly thought through.
Working in groups: Janet is courteous, diplomatic and calm. She likes to be part of a specialist
group. Works quietly and consistently.
Detail and research: Janet listens well and asks serious questions. She will appreciate revision
tips and the reassurance that she does not need to know everything to succeed.
Following guidelines: Janet follows instructions very well and should be easy to teach. She
usually displays good timing and appreciates confirmation of tasks in writing.
Pioneering: Janet will dispassionately weigh up the available data before making a decision. She looks for tidy solutions
and is painstaking in approach.
Creativity/Originality: She is serious minded preferring a quiet stable environment. She will be creative within your
guidelines.
Response to authority: Janet will avoid upsetting people and is respectful of authority. She will appreciate sincere
support.
Switch on learning activities: Janet takes work seriously. Always clarify in writing, explaining tasks and including the
details. She will need the help to understand that her best is actually good enough.
Switch off learning by…. Being flippant. Janet may not forgive or forget off the cuff remarks.
Subjects: Janet is likely to be interested in Medicine, the Sciences, Drama, Food Technology and Nursing.
Janet will respond well to the following strategies: Modelling, giving examples of how things work, researching
technical data, listening to lectures and E learning.
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